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ENCE:

Shortage of Caviar
The U.S.S.R. has assigned top priorities to armament, space, and
capital goods. Only a few luxury consumer goods, such as caviar, are
produced for export. But even this item is now disappearing, and its
price has risen sharply.

Natural caviar is derived from the roe of the sturgeon. Most of these
fish dwell in the Caspian Sea and the Volga River. Pollution of these
waters has led to attenuation of the fisheries. A Novosti Press Agency
release states: "Off-shore drilling operations keep expanding, and, as a
result of a purification bungle and an irresponsible approach to this
problem by the oil-extracting plants and refineries, the Caspian Sea . . .
is becoming badly polluted. Add the industrial sewage discharged into
the sea and the contamination by intensive shipping, and you will not
be surprised to learn that the sturgeon catch is falling sharply." Supplementing these remarks is a passage in Soviet Life: "The Caspian's prime
polluter is oil. Until recently all the off-shore oil installations, which use
great quantities of water, dumped the contaminated water into the sea.
Hundreds of tankers carry oil derivatives across the Caspian. The holds
of the tankers were cleaned en route, and the waste water emptied
into the sea."
Examination of Soviet publications indicates that their water pollution
problem is widespread and serious. Oils, phenols, alkalis, acids, and
organic wastes are dumped in streams and lakes, and only a small
fraction of plants have adequate facilities for waste treatment. A passage
from Izvestia states, "there are more than fifteen thousand milk, butter
and cheese factories and separator departments in the country . . . they
consume millions and millions of Cubic meters of water. The number of
fish factories, tanneries, linen factories, regional food combines and industrial complexes is still greater . . . nearly all of these enterprises
have no waste water purifying installations."
The Soviet government is now moving toward abating pollution, but
the problem will not be solved quickly. Huge capital investments in
treatment facilities are required, and construction will extend over many
years. The Soviet government must also cope with its plant managers.
A quotation from Izvestiat illustrates the problem. In a discussion of
the failure of management to construct purification installations, the item
says, "the Voskresensky Chemical Combine managed not to spend one
kopek on this construction, although the money had been allocated. They
explain how, waving their arms, the design organization did not turn
over the drawings on schedule. But why did the combine director, Comrade Doktorov, instead of trying to obtain the designs, begin to fuss
about to have himself relieved of all these unnecessary headaches, the
installations of all kinds of filters and sediment traps?"
In commenting on this quotation, Myron Tribus pointed out that the
problem of managing pollution is "universal, characteristic of all technological societies and in the end reflects the value judgments of those
people who are creating the wastes." Senator Muskie summarized the
matter in another way when, in speaking of the Russian and American
approaches to pollltion, he said, "It is not so important who owns the
means of production as how they are managed."
Both the U.S.S.R. and the United States have been careless in despoiling the environment. Both now seem to be moving toward a more
responsible posture. If the two nations were to compete in the clean-up
process, that would be constructive. If they were to cooperate, that would
be a welcome miracle.-PHILIP H. ABELSON
*A. Simonov, "Cleaning up the seas," Soviet Life (January 1970), p. 59.
tStatement of
Dr. Mlyr-on TribLus at hear-ing of U.S. Senate Conrmittee on Public Works regarding S2005
anid amenidmllXent 153 to the Solid Waste Disposable Act (1 October 1969), p. 813.
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